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CIMEC MOTIVATION
Why CIMEC?
• Deployment barriers are not technical
• Deployment in cities is not keeping pace with the

highways
• Deployment should happen in an open market

place
• Deployment should be simple and integration

automatic
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CIMEC OBJECTIVES
• Gain better understanding of the challenges,

enablers and barriers, and strategies for use of C-
ITS solutions in European cities

• Capture and document a set of realistic use cases
for C-ITS in cities

• Identify how emerging standards for C-ITS will
affect, and should respond to, the systems and
processes in the urban environment

• Promote multi-sector stakeholder dialogue,
engagement and collaboration
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Enabling the voice of the cities



CIMEC OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
• City stakeholder engagement:

• 4*(2+1) workshops in partner cities; 158 external
participants

• 3 City Pool workshops (Europe-wide); 38 distinct local
authorities (excluding partners) from 14 different countries

• 2 city stakeholder online surveys (local + Europe-wide);
17 local partner city and 58 regional participants

• Supplier engagement:
• Supplier online survey and interviews; 39 participants
• Supplier workshop; 3 external participants
• Standardisation workshop; 5 external participants
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CITY PERSPECTIVE ON C-ITS

What cities want:
• To reduce congestion
• To improve the environment – specifically

regarding air pollution
• To maintain safety on the network
• To improve accessibility by promoting excellent

public transport (partly to support the above goals)
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CITY PERSPECTIVE ON C-ITS

Cities lack knowledge about:
• what products are available
• which products will work with each other, or with

the systems that will be acquired by road users
• the cost of acquiring or operating products
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CITY PERSPECTIVE ON C-ITS

Cities need to be convinced that the technology:
• is available and meets the specification
• will do the job better than another (cheaper) solution
• is well tested to achieve the outcome desired
• is well tested to be safe in the context
• is a price which is manageable within the budget
• will integrate with the city’s own legacy systems
• is future-proofed against obsolescence
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URBAN C-ITS USE CASES
C-ITS use cases within potential areas for city
activity:

• identified through workshops and surveys
involving local city authorities and stakeholders

• supplemented with relevant use cases from the
CODECS and VRUITS projects

• mix of general and more specific categories, with
some overlap



URBAN C-ITS USE CASES
Information to
road users
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UC1: Individual routing of vehicles
UC2: In-vehicle signs
UC3: In-vehicle signal information
UC12: Inform about incidents in the road
network and access control to these areas
UC13: Inform about emergencies in the road
network and access control to these areas

ℹ
Traffic light
management

UC8: Traffic light management
UC7: Green lights for police and emergency
vehicles
UC9: Green lights for public transport vehicles
UC10: Green lights for cyclists

Access control UC5: Access control for heavy goods vehicles
with dangerous goods
UC6: Regulation of access to free lanes for
electrical vehicles
UC14: Dynamic access control for air quality
management



URBAN C-ITS USE CASES
Vulnerable road
users (VRUs)
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UC10: Green lights for cyclists
UC15: Speed enforcement around schools
UC16: C-ITS services for vulnerable road users
UC17: Pedestrians crossing in front of bus/tram
UC18: Bike lane change and unusual crossing

Emergency
vehicles

UC7: Green lights for police and emergency
vehicles

Freight vehicles UC4: Management of loading and unloading
areas for freight vehicles
UC5: Access control for heavy goods vehicles
with dangerous goods

Parking
management

UC11: Parking management



SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCTS

Suppliers' survey responses confirm that:

• the development of C-ITS within the industry is
still at an early stage

• mature and effective solutions / products /
components for the urban environment are likely
to take some time to emerge

• a small number of large (key) suppliers are the
main "engine" in C-ITS development and
deployment
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STANDARDS

Standards for C-ITS are vital for urban deployment:

• can reduce the cost of buying equipment

• can enhance confidence and trust in:
• system reliability and safety
• quality of products and services

• facilitates interoperability, compatibility, portability
to new devices, components, systems and
services needed for reliable open connections
between cities and vehicles and road users
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THE WIDER CONTEXT
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• Legal
developments

• Private sector
developments

• Evidence of
benefits

• Support
mechanisms

• cities' future obligations to implement specific C-
ITS services, and specifications of these services

• support arrangements to ensure coherence, and
long term stability of these

• Vehicle telematics
• Vehicle autonomy
• Smart personal devices

• Sustainability
• Cost-efficiency

• Funding
• Implementation

Issues where city actions are constrained or limited by factors
outside their control:



OUR PARTNERS
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Thank you!
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http://cimec-project.eu/


